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Summer Reading 
show me a story/
tell me a picture

This summer David Lusk Gallery-Memphis hosts 
Summer Reading: show me a story/tell me a picture 
as its inaugural exhibition at the new DLG-TEMP 
space, 64 Flicker St. The exhibition is guest-curated 
by Matt Crow, president of Mercer Capital and DLG 
friend.

Curator’s Statement:

Three years ago I was in an all‐day strategic planning 
meeting for a non‐profit and was asked to introduce 
myself by saying what I actually did professionally 
and what I would like to do if I could do anything. I 
responded that, while I worked in finance, if I weren’t 
color blind I’d be an art dealer. I never told David Lusk 
that story, but when he approached me with the 
opportunity to guest curate a show at DLG TEMP ‐ 
he basically made my year.

My original thought was to focus on a single work of 
literature, namely T.S. Eliot’s “The Love Song of 
J. Alfred Prufrock”, published 100 years ago this 
month, and select visual art to animate the narrative. 
The more I thought about it, though, the prospect 
of me (a 46 year old man) illustrating what may be 
the perfect male mid‐life crisis poem could end up 
altogether too revealing. And at the same time kind of 
limiting, especially for summer and a time of 
reimagining DLG.
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Featured Authors:
Gwendolyn Brooks
Albert Camus
Joseph Conrad
Jacques Derrida
T.S. Eliot
Antoine de Saint Exupery
William Faulkner
F. Scott Fitzgerald
William Golding
Joseph Heller
Ernest Hemmingway
Langston Hughes
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Michael Kundera
Harper Lee
Mary Oliver
George Orwell
Ayn Rand
Adrienne Rich
J.K. Rowling
J.D. Salinger
Carl Sandburg
Ngugi Wa Thiong’o
Kurt Vonnegut
Robert Penn Warren
Eli Wiesel
William Carlos Williams 

Featured Artists:
Mark Bradley-Shoup
Bruce Brainard
Dwayne Butcher
Burton Callicott
Nancy Cheairs
Carroll Cloar
Maysey Craddock
Michael Crespo
Tim Crowder
Beth Edwards
William Eggleston
Ted Faiers
Beth Foley
Huger Foote
Tyler Hildebrand
Kathleen Holder
Leslie Holt
Libby Johnson
Greely Myatt
Veda Reed
Kit Reuther
Anne Siems
Mary Sims
Jared Small
Dorothy Sturm
Carroll Todd
Tad Lauritzen Wright
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Curator’s Statement Continued:

So I thought about summer reading lists I had to perform as a child and books I look back on now – to try 
to “pair” a range of them with a range of work out of David’s attic. Art and literature can start as the same 
thought, but channeled through the maker can lead to very different places. This exhibition looks to map 
some of those places. I don’t know whether I got this “right” or not. A particular pairing may translate as 
syllogistic to some and discursive to others. But in arranging these I had to wonder whether the possibility for 
understanding/study/discourse and above all emotion was limited by the pairing, expanded, redirected – or 
just obscured?

This was fun. For all the energy Memphis puts into the performing arts, we have and have had for a long time 
a ferocious capacity for the production of visual arts. And I have a house full of great books – most of which 
you’ve probably read. Too much content: the challenge was to pare the pairs.

Some of these were pretty obvious to me (Myatt/Derrida), some were sentimental (Cloar/Saint Exupéry), and 
some were excruciating (how do you reasonably choose words for William Eggleston when he has been so 
reluctant to discuss his own work?). But I tried to pick work of both varieties that together would comfort and 
dissect, intercept and respect, suggest and interpret. And at least I wanted to open the possibilities of sum-
mer reading: to hope and to worry, to dream and to remember, to assess and to excite.

Matt Crow was born in Atlanta and grew up there and in Miami. He studied economics and English at Van-
derbilt before graduate school at UNC Chapel Hill. When he’s not interning at DLG, Matt is president of 
Mercer Capital, a financial valuation and advisory firm. Matt and his wife, Alice, live in Memphis with their two 
perspicacious daughters, a tri‐color beagle, and not enough wall space.

David Lusk Gallery – Memphis will now be temporary located at 64 Flicker Street. Gallery hours are Tue-Fri 
10-5:30, and Sat 11-4. For further information or visuals, contact Brittney Shedden at 901-767-3800 or 
brittney@davidluskgallery.com.
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Upcoming Schedule Jun - Aug, 2015

DLG
david lusk gallery, memphis
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Summer Reading // Group Show
16 jun - 11 jul 2015
opening: fri 19 jun

MASH-UP // 18 artists do cardboard
14 jul - 1 aug 2015
opening: fri 17 jul

Price is Right // art under a grand
5 - 22 aug 2015
opening: fri 7 aug
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